What’s our secret?
The Science of Nature

Our products’ formulas are created based on the proven results
from medical and scientiﬁc research studies and clinical trials of
nature’s most powerful Superfoods for your body, skin and hair.

These crucial extracts are nature’s DNA for a new YOU!
We begin by using advanced scientiﬁc extraction techniques to
carefully select their life essential ingredients, concentrating
them up to 20X more powerful than nature’s normal potency.

Micron Mesh
HyperExtraction
We then use proprietary technologies to make our products the
most powerful natural formulas in the world. Micron Mesh
HyperExtraction BioTechnology concentrates these natural
extracts up to 100X more powerful than nature, and Miracle
Sun’s HyperZinc Clear protects with a clear, silky radiant glow.
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Scientiﬁcally and Nutritionally Formulated in the USA.*

Miracle One Use Instructions

Face: Use morning and night. After face cleansing leave skin moist. Spray
2 to 3 pumps into palm and apply to entire face. Use 1 to 2 pumps for
neck. During initial application if skin feels dry, wait 3 minutes and apply
again. Repeat until skin is fully nourished. **Do not excessively rub into
the skin**
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Body: Use morning and night. After shower or bath, leave skin moist. Spray 2
to 3 pumps into hand and apply to body skin areas. Repeat as necessary
for other body areas. **Do not excessively rub into the skin**

Hair: Daily use suggested, but not less than twice per week. After
shampoo and condition, rinse hair thoroughly. Leave hair slightly damp.
Spray 2 to 3 pumps into hand and massage into scalp. Repeat as necessary for hair length and brush in.

Miracle One
Face Body & Hair Serum

Face, Body and Hair: Wait 3 minutes before using makeup, perfume,
cologne, sunscreen, or drying hair.

Inner-G One Use Instructions

Directions: Take 1 packet in the morning and 1 packet in the evening.
Mix in shaker with 330 ml of puriﬁed water or with 100% pure juice.
(strawberry, orange, apple, carrot or a blend of these recommended)
For best results drink between 7 - 9 am and 4 - 6 pm.
Drink at least 30 minutes before eating a meal.
If stomach discomfort occurs, drink with a meal.

Inner-G One
3 in 1 Miracle Body Booster

Miracle Sun Use Instructions

Face: Pump serum into your hand and apply evenly on your face and
neck. Reapply as needed throughout the day.

Body: Pump into your hand or directly on the body and apply evenly to
all skin areas. Reapply as needed throughout the day.

Manufactured in FDA Certiﬁed, GMP approved facilities.
TÜV SÜD Laboratory Tested and Certiﬁed to meet the strictest
EU, USA and world safety, quality, purity and potency standards.

If you have questions, please contact your Authorized Agent:

*Miracle One made in USA. Miracle Sun: USA and Singapore. Inner-G One: Singapore.
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Believe In One

Miracle Sun
50+ SPF Natural Sunscreen

The Science of Nature

Miracle One

Inner-G One

Miracle Sun

Face, Body & Hair All-in-One

3 in 1 Miracle Body Booster

Radiant Glow 50+ SPF Serum
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Face: Our ”10 Years Younger Forever Face Lift in a Bottle” that
deeply nourishes the skin and renews the face by ﬁrming and
lifting. Substantially reduces the appearance of wrinkles, eye-bags,
facial scarring and skin imperfections, tightens skin pores, and
lightens and brightens skin tone. 97% Natural, Miracle One goes
on silky smooth, rejuvenating your skin, reversing the signs of
aging, and creating a younger looking you.

Controls Appetite: Scientiﬁcally formulated with nature’s most
powerful Superfoods for whole body health, 100% Natural
Inner-G One reduces your appetite and food cravings all day long
and accelerates your body’s fat burn. Unlike other products, we
don’t use ﬁber ﬁllers, water absorbers or stimulants for temporary
weight loss. Safe to use everyday, Inner-G One gives you control
over your body not for a week or two, but for the rest of your life.

Experience 98% Natural powerful protection from the Sun’s
damaging rays without having all those man-made chemicals of
most other products on your face and body.
Made with our proprietary Hyper-Zinc Clear, Miracle Sun Serum
goes on clear, giving your skin a radiant glow. It’s gentle natural
formula prevents skin rashes, irritation and other dermatitis issues
that many other sunscreens’ man-made chemicals can cause.

Body: Miracle One goes on the body pure, clean and silky
smooth, rejuvenating, lifting, ﬁrming, tightening skin pores,
and creating a beautiful new glow. Protects your skin all day
long with its intense nourishing and deep moisturizing. The
incredible result is lighter, brighter, younger looking skin.

Boosts Nutrition: Concentrated with nature’s Superfoods for
whole body health, Inner-G One boosts vital nutrition to help you
be healthier, skin to be younger looking, and hair rejuvenated. As
a bonus, it can help keep you more calm by smoothing out mood
swings and PMS symptoms, and helping you to sleep more deeply.

Tough on the Sun with 50+ SPF protection against damaging and
cancer causing UVA and UVB radiation, Miracle Sun also has been
fortiﬁed with our amazing serum Miracle One. This gives your face
and body a super-boost of deep skin moisturizing and nourishing
protection against dry skin throughout the day.

Hair: Experience vibrant, healthy hair with amazing silk and
shine. Intensely moisturizes and protects your hair, nourishes
and rejuvenates the scalp, strengthens your roots, thickens hair,
reduces hair loss, and prevents split ends. The incredible result
is shiny, glowing, beautiful hair.

Increases Energy: Substantially increases your energy all day long
without caﬀeine or other stimulants. Formulated with a balance of
Superfoods to provide a level energy boost with no highs and lows
throughout the day. It can also improve alertness, athletic stamina
and endurance, and aid in faster muscle recovery after workouts.

Miracle One, Inner-G One and Miracle Sun
are the “Fountain of Youth” for the New You!
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Learn more about our amazing products at

www.believeinone.us

